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The Salary and Conditions Board published the Professional Enrichment Leave Guidelines for 
Principals and Employers in December 2015. These were distributed to all schools.  
 
Philip Morison resigned as the chair of the committee at the beginning of 2016. The committee 
is indebted to Phil for all his hard work as chair over the last few years and we are incredibly 
grateful for his continued support throughout the year. The committee only formally met once 
in 2016. There was, however, extensive online discussion and consultation around the 
following issues: 
 
Motor Vehicle Procurement Policy 
Motor Vehicle Use Policy 
 
In late July the Salary and Conditions Board distributed a Consultation Paper on the above two 
policies for our consideration. Executive Members and LPUC Members considered this 
document. During 2015 Principals were consulted in regard to both of these policies and the 
LPUC Committee used this feedback to develop our submission to the Salary and Conditions 
Board on the August 25.  
 
The following people attended the Salary Conditions Board meeting on August 25. Kate 
Dishon, Tim O’Farrell, David Leslie (LPUC Members), Mark Sheehan and Andrew Watson 
(Executive Members).  We had the opportunity to discuss the details of the Consultation Paper.  
 
A written submission was then forwarded to the Salary and Conditions Board on September 2.  
The following is a list of the major recommendations that were outlined in our submission. 
 

1. That the policy clearly states that these are minimum conditions. 
2. That the following Grandfather clause be included: ‘that all conditions for current 

Principals in regard to the provision and use of a motor vehicle be maintained as a 
minimum for the duration of their tenure at their current school’. 

3. That the provision of a ‘fully maintained motor vehicle’ means exactly that and any 
requirement for a Principal to contribute to the cost of the motor vehicle or running 
costs would be deemed a loss of current conditions.  

4. That the minimum Benchmark Vehicle Remuneration Cost (BVRC) be 
$20,000. Additional to this, we would wish the policy to state that the cost of the 
vehicle ex GST as this is the actual cost to the school, not recommended retail price, 
nor based on Glass’s guide.  

The Salary Conditions Board will consider our submission and forward their recommendations 
to the CECV. My understanding is that these will be considered at their November Meeting. 
 
I would like to thank April Honeyman for all her tireless work on the LPUC committee over 
a number of years. April has been involved in numerous nervous negotiations and 
consultations and had ensured that the views of Principals have been heard.  
 
My thanks to all members of LPUC for their commitment and hard work throughout the year.  



 
Kate Dishon 
Chair LPUC.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


